
CHS2580 PRACTICAL
Week 13

Introduction
For this week’s exercises, you will need to use two machines:

• a forensic machine running BackTrack3

• a windows machine, the suspect’s machine, that you will have previously logged into

The aim shall be to perform a live data capture of the suspect’s machine memory, saving 
to the forensic machine, and then to analyze that data looking for specific information.

Preparing the Suspect’s Machine
Logon to a windows PC in the lab and launch Internet Explorer (IE). Using IE, perform the 
following tasks:

• logon to your University mail account and send a test email to c.j.pulley@hud.ac.uk. The 
subject of the email should be Test Email from <your student ID> and the body of the 
email should contain the string bogeyman

• using notepad, create a text file containing the string fungus - do not save this file!

Preparing the Forensic Machine
First determine your forensic machines IP address and make a note of it (you will need this 
IP address in the next section).

Next, start a NetCat listener on your forensic machine using the following command:

nc -l -p 3000 >suspect.mem

Live Data Collection
Insert the Helix CD into the suspect’s machine. Using the PC’s file browser, navigate to the 
Helix CD and launch the Helix application.

Normally, one would now use the Windows Forensic Toolchest (WFT) to capture data from 
the PC and dump it across the network onto the forensic machine. However, for this 
week’s practicals we only require the PC’s memory, so our data collection shall be a lot 
more targeted.
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Acquire the suspect machine’s physical memory and stream the data across the network 
using NetCat. You’ll need to specify your forensic machine’s IP address (see above) and 
port 3000 in order to do this.

When the acquisition is finished, the forensic machine’s NetCat listener will exit. At this 
point, you will have a forensic copy of the suspect machine’s memory in the file 
suspect.mem. Now, take an MD5 and SHA1 hash of this file as follows:

md5 suspect.mem >suspect.hash

sha1 suspect.mem >>suspect.hash

Forensic Data Analysis
Load the file suspect.mem into Autopsy1. By only examining the captured memory image, 
answer the following questions:

1. Can you locate the, as yet unsaved, Notepad file?

2. Can you determine the password you used to log into your University mail account?

3. Can you find the email that the suspect sent to c.j.pulley@hud.ac.uk?

Next, analyze the same memory image using the Volatility framework2. Using this tool or 
otherwise, answer the remaining questions:

4. What processes were running on the suspects machine?

5. What ports did the suspect’s machine have open?

6. Can you locate the precise contents of the notepad application?

7. What else can you determine about the IE process?

8. Can you extract, from the memory image, the NetCat executable that Helix ran to cap-
ture this image?

If time permits, experiment with data capture using WFT.
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1 Notes:

• be sure to ensure that Autopsy checks MD5 hashes against the value you calcu-
lated by hand above
• before performing any form of search, remember you will need to extract the ASCII 

strings

2 Note: the Volatility framework can only be used to analyze Windows XP SP2 and SP3 
memory images (we’ll see other tools latter this term!).
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